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Spin-orbit interaction and structure inversion asymmetry in combination with magnetic ordering
is a promising route to novel materials with highly mobile spin-polarized carriers at the surface.
Spin-resolved measurements of the photoemission current from the Si-terminated surface of the
antiferromagnet TbRh2 Si2 and their analysis within an ab initio one-step theory unveil an unusual
triple winding of the electron spin along the fourfold-symmetric constant energy contours of the
surface states. A two-band k · p model is presented that yields the triple winding as a cubic Rashba
effect. The curious in-plane spin-momentum locking is remarkably robust and remains intact across
a paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition in spite of spin-orbit interaction on Rh atoms being
considerably weaker than the out-of-plane exchange field due to the Tb 4f moments.

Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) and its combination with
exchange magnetic [1] or Kondo interactions [2] in noncentrosymmetric two-dimensional (2D) systems provides
a versatile basis for the design of novel materials for magnetic applications. Combination of these fundamental
interactions allows one to create spin-polarized carriers
trapped at the surface and to fine-tune their properties. The underlying phenomenon is the splitting of spindegenerate 2D states: a momentum-dependent spin-orbit
splitting governed by the Rashba effect and a Zeeman-like
splitting induced by the magnetic exchange interaction.
The simultaneous action of these mechanisms can bring
about a puzzling momentum dependence of the spin polarization and an exotic spin structure at the Fermi contour very different from textbook examples [1–4].
The Rashba effect turns out to significantly influence
the spin properties of the carriers in magnetic systems
even when the exchange interaction is much stronger
than SOI [3]. For this reason, the main emphasis has been
on the SOI-induced energy splitting and on in-plane spinmomentum locking, which often deviates from the prediction of the classical Rashba model with its helical effec-

tive magnetic field (EMF): In reality, the k-dependence
of the splitting is far from linear, and the spin-momentum
locking is not orthogonal [5, 6].
Vivid examples are found in semiconductor quantum
wells [7, 8] and oxide surfaces and interfaces [9–13], which
prominently feature the so-called cubic Rashba effect responsible for the non-linear (∝ |k|3 ) dependence of the
spin-orbit splitting of 2D heavy-hole states [14–16]. Remarkably, the EMF in the cubic Rashba model has a
significantly different symmetry from the linear model,
so that the in-plane pseudospin of the heavy hole rotates
three times faster in moving around the Fermi contour
and is not anymore orthogonal to k everywhere [9, 17–
20].
In this work, using spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (SR-ARPES) we unveil a system
that realizes a cubic Rashba effect for the true spin: the
Si-terminated surface of the antiferromagnetic (AFM)
TbRh2 Si2 (TRS). It belongs to a family of RET2 Si2 materials (RE and T are rare-earth and transition metal
atoms, respectively) of the ThCr2 Si2 type [21]. Here, we
report the first observation of the exotic spin structure
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FIG. 1. (a) Fermi contours from ARPES for PM and AFM phases. Red and blue arrows indicate color schemes used for
in-plane spin components derived from DFT calculation in graphs (b) and (c). Calculated and measured band structure for
Si-terminated TbRh2 Si2 for PM (b) and AFM (c) phases. The inset in (b) shows the spin-orbit splitting of the α state: black
arrows indicate the 35 meV splitting. Black arrows in (c) indicate the 140 meV splitting of the α state in AFM phase. Violetbrown palette shows calculated surface-projected bulk states. For the surface states the in-plane spin polarization is shown in
red and blue, while yellow and green highlight the out-of-plane positive and negative spin component Sz , respectively. Spin
resolved ab initio CECs for the state α in the PM (d) and AFM (e) phase calculated at the binding energy of 0.23 eV. The
in-plane spin orientation, Sk , is indicated by red (blue) arrows for the inner (outer) contours. In AFM phase, the color of the
spin vector S = Sk + Sz ẑ shows the sign of the out-of-plane spin Sz as in Fig. 1(c).

predicted ab initio for the RET2 Si2 family [3], which has
the distinctive triple winding of the in-plane spin [1] along
the fourfold-symmetric constant energy contour (CEC).
In the present context, the term spin refers to the expectation value of the spin operator rather than to a pseudospin. We corroborate our observation with a calculation of the spin photocurrent within an ab initio one-step
theory [22, 23]. Furthermore, we derive from the full microscopic Hamiltonian a minimal relativistic k · p model
that proves the observed spin structure to be due to the
cubic Rashba effect.
The ARPES experiments were performed at the
I05 beamline of the Diamond Light Source, while
the SR-ARPES measurements were conducted at the
ESPRESSO instrument (BL-9B) of the HiSOR facility
[24] and at SR-ARPES instrument of RGBL-2 beamline at BESSY-II. These instruments are equipped with
VLEED- and Mott- detectors for spin analysis, respectively. All presented data were taken using a photon energy of 55 eV and linear polarization. Singlecrystalline samples of TbRh2 Si2 were grown using a
high-temperature indium-flux method [25]. The calculations in Fig. 1 were performed with the full-potential
local orbital method [26] within density functional theory (DFT), see Supplemental Material (SM) [27]. The
ARPES spectra were calculated within the one-step theory [28], in which the outgoing electron is described by
the time-reversed LEED state. It is calculated scalarrelativistically as explained in Ref. [29]. The initial states
are eigenfunctions of a thick slab obtained from a large-

size relativistic k · p Hamiltonian, see the SM [27].
Antiferromagnetic TbRh2 Si2 has the Néel temperature
of ∼90 K. In the AFM phase the Tb 4f moments in
the ab-plane are ferromagnetically (FM) ordered with
out-of-plane orientation [30]. The neighboring planes of
Tb are separated by silicide Si–Rh–Si blocks and the ordered Tb 4f moments couple antiferromagnetically along
the c axis. Upon cleavage, the resulting surface exhibits either Tb or Si termination. The latter has surface states in a large projected band gap around the M̄ point. Figure 1(a) shows Fermi contours in PM and AFM
phases. The surface states are seen as four-point stars
around the corners of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ)
with a strong splitting typical of the AFM-ordered Siterminated RET2 Si2 materials [2, 31–34].
The DFT band structure alongside the ARPES from
the Si-terminated surface of TRS is shown for PM in
Fig. 1(b) and for AFM in Fig. 1(c). The three surface
states are labeled α, β, and γ. The occupied states α and
β are clearly seen in the experiment in perfect agreement
with the theory. For the PM phase, the states α, β, and
γ have only in-plane spin components Sx and Sy . The
splitting obviously stems from the SOI of Rh in the noncentrosymmetric Si–Rh–Si–Tb surface block [2, 3, 34].
The inset in the M̄ -X̄ graph of Fig. 1(b) shows a magnified ARPES map of α with a well-resolved k-dependent
splitting, which reaches 35 meV at the Fermi level (see
the black arrows). In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the color indicates the orientation of the in-plane spin: clockwise (red)
or anti-clockwise (blue) assuming the origin at M̄ , see the
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FIG. 2. SR-ARPES measurements of state α for PM (a) and
AFM (c) phases of TRS. Measured k-points are denoted 1 and
2 for PM (b) and 1–6 for AFM (e)–(f). Red and blue symbols
show spin-up J ↑ and down J ↓ EDCs for JX (a) and for JY (c).
Yellow and green symbols in (c) are JZ↑ and JZ↓ . Brown symbols are the net spin J ↑ − J ↓ . Lines in graph (a) are guide
for the eye. Calculated EDCs for AFM (c) are shown with
lines of the same color code. EDCs are energy broadened and
k-averaged along the analyzer slit to mimic the experimental
energy resolution and acceptance angle. Energy-momentum
maps in graph (d) show calculated net spin-photocurrent
without broadening and averaging. Theoretical data in (c)
and (d) are averaged over the opposite magnetization directions. The XY Z axes of the analyzer relative to SBZ are
shown in graphs (b), (e), and (f) by brown arrows, see SM [27]
for details of geometry. In (b), (e), and (f), arrows (red for
inner and blue for outer CEC) are a guide to relate EDCs in
(a) and (c) to spin polarization in ground state.

sketch of the SBZ in Fig. 1(a). Thus, the line M̄ -Γ̄ is related to M̄ -X̄ by an anti-clockwise rotation around M̄ by
π/4, whereby β and γ preserve their chirality (a classical Rashba behavior), whereas the chirality of α reverses:
along M̄ -Γ̄ the inner branch becomes red and the outer

becomes blue, Fig. 1(c), indicating the rotation of spin
by 3π/4.
The comparison of Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) suggests that
the in-plane spin polarization of the states α, β, and γ
survives the transition from PM to AFM phase, i.e., the
emergence of the FM order within the Si–Rh–Si–Tb surface block. The experimentally observed large Zeemanlike splitting [Fig. 1(c)] and the perfect symmetry of the
split contours [Fig. 1(a)] points to the out-of-plane orientation of the Tb 4f moments [34]. This gives rise to
a sizable out-of-plane spin component Sz of α and β
and strongly enhances their splitting, cf. Figs. 1(b) and
1(c), i.e., the exchange field felt by these states is much
stronger than the SOI. The splitting of γ is only slightly
affected by the magnetization because of the negligible
overlap with Tb: the state γ couples to Tb 4f s only via
a weak indirect exchange [3].
We now consider the unusual spin structure of the state
α. The calculated spin orientation over the CECs around
M̄ for both PM and AFM phases is shown in Figs. 1(d)
and 1(e). For the PM phase, the spin lies in plane with
a curious triple winding around the fourfold-symmetric
contours. In Fig. 1(d), the points between which the spin
rotates by 2π are shown by the encircled arrows. For the
AFM phase, the sizable Sz is due to the large out-ofplane magnetization , Fig. 1(e). At the same time, in
spite of a relatively weak SOI on Rh atoms the unique
spin-momentum locking survives and remains practically
unaltered when the magnetic order sets in.
The essence of the triple winding is a fast rotation
of the in-plane spin Sk = Sx x̂ + Sy ŷ over a symmetryirreducible fragment of CEC between the directions M̄ X̄ and M̄ -Γ̄. Experimentally, we are limited by the fact
that the spin-quantization axes X, Y , and Z of the spin
analyzer depend on the emission direction J: X and Y
are perpendicular and Z is parallel to J, the respective
components of the photocurrent being JX , JY , and JZ .
Thus, it is important to select the k-points such that the
actual direction of Sk be close to X or Y axis and, at
the same time, unambiguously manifest the effect. In
particular, in Fig. 2(a), the energy distribution curves
(EDC) for the PM phase at two characteristic k-points
show the flip of the JX -polarization, i.e., of the net-spin
X photocurrent.
In the AFM phase, the magnetization gives rise to a
large Sz , which for each branch of α or β does not change
sign along X̄-M̄ -X̄ and Γ̄-M̄ -Γ̄. This is expected to manifest itself in a sizable JZ -polarization of the same sign.
In the SR-ARPES measurements, depending on the tilt
and polar angles, the large Sz also contributes to JX and
JY . In turn, JZ may be influenced by Sk . An additional
contribution to the JZ polarization may be caused by
the light breaking the symmetry of the experiment. This
is a matrix element effect (MEE), which depends on the
light incidence and on the final state [23] , and the present
photoemission theory is instrumental in order to separate
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the different sources of JZ .
However, the observed behavior of JZ cannot be reconciled with the assumption that the signal comes from
a single magnetic domain: the JZ -polarization is weak,
and at M̄ it changes sign depending on the experimental
geometry, cf. points 2 [X̄-M̄ -X̄ setup, Fig. 2(e)] and 5 [Γ̄M̄ -Γ̄ setup, Fig. 2(f)] in Fig. 2(c). Furthermore, JZ has
opposite polarization in points 1 (4) and 3 (6). According
to our theory, Fig. 2(d), this implies a presence of oppositely magnetized domains, i.e., in the ground state the
averaging over magnetization destroys the out-of-plane
spin, thereby eliminating the Sz contribution to JZ . Also
the Sk contribution to JZ turns out to be rather weak in
the AFM phase not only in the vicinity of M̄ but also far
from it. Thus, the JZ EDCs in Fig. 2(c) are a manifestation of the MEE, since the influence of the spin in the
ground state is here unimportant.
Another manifestation of the MEE is that over a rather
wide range around M̄ the JY -polarization strongly deviates from the spin of the initial state, cf. Fig. 2(d) and
1(c), while sufficiently far from M̄ it follows Sk of the
initial state, both in the theory and in the experiment.
Thus, we unambiguously relate the measured polarization of the photocurrent with the ground-state spin structure. The good agreement between the theoretical and
measured JY and JZ in Fig. 2(c) fully supports the triplewinding interpretation of the measured spin structure.
Interestingly, among the vast variety of known Rashba
systems with stronger or weaker pronounced spin patterns of various shape this specific pattern has never been
observed before.
To prove that the observed spin pattern is a manifestation of the cubic Rashba effect let us focus on the
PM phase. In the literature, the term “cubic” implies a
specific form of the two-band Rashba effective Hamiltonian for the total angular momentum states |jmj i with
the z projection mj = ±3/2 (in particular for 2D heavy
holes) [14, 35, 36]. There, the cubic spin-orbit splitting of
(3)
3
3
γ (k−
σ+ − k+
σ− ),
these states is due to the term HR = ie
where k± = kx ± iky , σ± = (σx ± iσy )/2, and σρ (ρ = x,
y, and z) are Pauli matrices referring to a pseudospin (or
effective spin) since they operate on the |jmj i states, as
emphasized in Refs. [19, 37]. To highlight the impact of
the cubic Rashba effect on the pseudospin, the k-cubic
(3)
contribution is expressed as a Zeeman-like term HR =
(3)
(3)
γ
eσ · BR , whereqBR = k 3 (sin 3ϕk , − cos 3ϕk , 0) is the

EMF with k = kx2 + ky2 and ϕk being the polar angle
of the momentum k. Thus, the EMF drives pseudospin
(3)
to be collinear with BR at a given k, see Fig. 3(a) [15].
As a result, the triple winding of the pseudospins with a
complete 2π rotation of k is a hallmark of the cubic effect. In contrast, the classical (linear) Rashba two-band
(1)
(1)
Hamiltonian is HR = ie
α(k− σ+ −k+ σ− ) = α
eσ·B R with
(1)
a single winding of the EMF BR = k(sin ϕk , − cos ϕk , 0),

(1)

FIG. 3. (a) Effective spin-orbit magnetic fields BR (linear
(3)
Rashba effect, blue arrows), BR (“heavy-hole” cubic Rashba
(3)
effect, green arrows), and B
(cubic Rashba effect for the
state α, orange arrows) as a function of polar angle ϕk . The
legends on the left show the rotation direction of the vectors
(1)
(3)
BR , BR , and B(3) with the anti-clockwise rotation of k (gray
dashed arc arrow). (b) Band structure of the states α and β
by the Hamiltonian (1) presented by red (Sy > 0) and blue
(Sy < 0) bands. Graphs (c) and (d) show spin-resolved CECs
by the k · p model at the binding energy of 0.2 and 0.7 eV,
respectively [indicated by dashed gray lines in graph (b)], with
the in-plane spin orientation shown by red (blue) arrows for
the inner contour and by blue (red) for outer contour of the
state α (β).

Fig. 3(a).
In order to understand whether the observed triple
winding of the true spin is a manifestation of the cubic Rashba effect, we draw on the microscopic approach
of Refs. [3, 4, 38] to derive a two-band k · p Hamiltonian
of the form (see the SM [27])
2×2
4
4
Hkp
= [ǫ + M (k)k 2 + W (k+
+ k−
)]σ0
+ ie
α(k)(k− σ+ − k+ σ− )

+

3
ie
γ (k−
σ−

−

(1)

3
k+
σ+ ).

Here, ǫ is the surface-state energy at M̄ . The effectivemass term M (k) = M (2) + M (4) k 2 contains a second order correction, and the parameter W describes the fourfold warping of the CECs. In Eq. (1), the renormalized
Rashba parameter α
e(k) = α
e(1) + α
e(3) k 2 accounts for the
conventional (orthogonal) in-plane spin-momentum lock(1)
ing governed by BR . The term with γ
e brings about the
cubic Rashba effect we are interested in. Note that the
respective EMF B(3) = k 3 (sin 3ϕk , cos 3ϕk , 0) has a four(3)
fold symmetry, whereas the “heavy-hole” field BR has a
twofold symmetry, see Fig. 3(a).
The spin polarization of the states α and β rapidly
grows in moving away from M̄ : being practically unpolarized in the vicinity of M̄ they become almost com-
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TABLE I. Parameters of the Hamiltonian (1) for the states α
and β in Rydberg atomic units: ~ = 2m0 = e2 /2 = 1.
Surface state
ǫ/M (2)
M (4) /W
α
e(1) /e
α(3) /e
γ

α
-0.035/-1.55
3.93×103 /-1.43×103
0.039/-11.85/-23.35

β
-0.045/-0.96
-3.93×103 /1.43×103
0.039/6.05/3.30

pletely polarized far from it, Fig. 1(c). This is due to the
interaction between α and β, and, naturally, the 2 × 2
Hamiltonian (1) does not have this property. However, if
we associate the σ matrices in Eq. (1) with the spin [27],
Fig. 3(b), the Hamiltonian turns out to accurately describe both the triple winding in the α contour, Fig. 3(c),
and the single winding in the β contour, Fig. 3(d).
The spin of the state α follows the winding of the field
B(3) , Fig. 3(c), revealing the dominance of the k± -cubic
term over the k± -linear one. Actually, for this state e
γ
is almost twice as large as α
e(3) (the microscopically obtained parameters are listed in Table I). By contrast, for
the state β the k± -linear term dominates because here e
γ
is two times smaller than α
e(3) , Table I. This results in a
single spin winding around the CEC, Fig. 3(d). Thus, we
conclude that the observed spin structure can be thought
of as a superposition of a linear and a cubic Rashba effects, which compete to produce the winding of surfacestate spin shown in Fig. 1(d).
In summary, with SR-ARPES we unveiled an unusual
in-plane spin structure of surface states with a triple
winding of the spin along the constant energy contours
in the exemplary antiferromagnet TbRh2 Si2 , a representative of a wide class of rare-earth ternary materials.
The unique spin structure appears to be rather robust
and persists when a strong out-of-plane magnetic order
of the Tb moments sets in. This property is due to a
cubic Rashba effect, whose strength can be tuned by a
proper choice of the transition metal atom. Combined
with a different orientation and strength of the exchange
field near the surface it can create a variety of fascinating spin patterns. A fundamentally important finding
is that relatively light atoms like Rh may give rise to a
distinct spin-momentum gyration stable in an exchange
field much stronger than the spin-orbit field.
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